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1. Introduction 

In a series of papers [11,12,13,14,15,25,26], Mosses and Watt defme action semantics, a metalanguage 
for high level, domain-independent formulation of denotational semantics definitions. Action seman- 
tics was designed to support readability, abstraction, modularity, and modifiability of language 
definitions [13,15]. 

In our recent work [5], we studied a combinator-based version of action semantics. We 
developed a typing system for actions based on types and k/nds. The types within a kind are partially 
ordered to reflect subtyping. We then defined a category-sorted algebra model [18,20] for the system 
where actions are natural transformations over interpretation functors (which map the type names and 
their ordering to predomains and coercion functions). Thus, an action is a family of continuous func- 
tions that behave consistently with respect to the subtyping relation. Coercion functions-- even 
nonembeddings-- disappear. 

The typing system and its interpretation support an ML-style type inference algorithm for action 
expressions. Type inference must respect the subtyping laws, so we encounter the problems 
discovered by Mitchell [10], Fuh and Mishra [6], and Wand [24] regarding constraints sets. But action 
notation and its model are formulated so that the major problems regarding constraints are "restricted 
away." In particular, the monotonic behavior of actions with respect to the subtyping ordering keeps 
the cardinality of constraints sets small and makes constraints on record types unnecessary, even in the 
presence of record union and concatenation operations. 

This paper presents our variant of action semantics and its typing system. We give the type infer- 
ence algorithms, state properties that action semantics expressions satisfy, give soundness and com- 
pleteness properties and explain why they hold for type inference on action semantics expressions. 
We also present a small example. 

2. Action Semantics 

In our version of action semantics, actions are combinators that operate upon facets (also called kinds) 
[11,14]. A facet is a collection of types; for example, the functional facet is the kind of all types that 
can be used as temporary values ("transient information" [14]) in a computation. The types int, bool, 
real, boolxreal, and so on, belong to the functional facet. The other facet studied in this paper is the 
declarative facet, which contains types of identifier, value binding (' 'scoped information"). The types 
in this facet are record types [3,19]. Two other facets, the imperative facet and the communicative 
facet [14], are omitted for brevity's sake. 

The types in a facet are partially ordered to reflect subtyping relationships [2,18,19]. For exam- 
ple, the type int is a subtype of the type real, written int___reai [3,19]. Values of type int may be used 
in any context in which a real may appear. Figure 1 lists the types in the functional and declarative 
facets and their orderings. We use ns ("nonsense") to stand for an undefined type. Call ns the 
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F i g u r e  I 

Functional facet: Types areProper-functional-typeu { ns }, where: 

te Proper-functional-type 
pe  Primitiw,-type 

t ::= p I tl --4 t 2 I tl X t 2 
p ::= [nt I real I booi I - - .  

The ordering is the smallest reflexive, transitive ordering such that: 
in <t.~reai, etc., on the primitive-types 
~ n s  for all t 
t l -~ t2  <_tl'-~t2 ' iff tl'<t I and t2<t 2' 
tlxt2<_tl'xt2 ' iff t l<tl '  and t2-<t 2' 

Declarative facet: Types are Proper-declarative-typeu { ns }, where: 

de Proper-declarative-type 
d ::= {i: t i} i~l  I {i:ti}iEtexaeuy 

where I is a finite set of identifiers 

The ordering is the smallest reflexive, transitive ordering such that: 
dSns for all d 
{i:ti  },~l<-{j:tj'}jGj iff JffJ and for a l l jeJ ,  tj<_tj ' 
{ i:t  i },~tex~y-<{ i: tl }i~l 
{ i: t i }/ElexacUy<{ i: t i' }i~lexaetly iff for all i e l ,  ti<t i" 

improper type; all other types are proper types. 
The t~pes for records deserve closer scrutiny. It is customary to read the type { i: ti }iEt as the 

type of records that have at  least bindings of type ti for identifiers ie I (but may have additional bind- 
ings) [1,3] and the type { i:ti }i~texa, ny as the type of records that have bindings for exactly the 
identifiers ha I and no others. But the key to understanding the two forms of  record type is the subtyp- 
ing ordering on them: the {i: ti }i~t-types use the "inheritance subtyping" of [3], whereas the 
{ i: ti }i~texa,eny-types do not. We have found good use for the two forms of record types: some actions 
operate wellL under inheritance subtyping and some simply do not. We can accommodate both. 

Figure 2 gives the interpretations for the proper types. Note that we naively interpret the types 
{ i: ti }i~t mad { i: tl }iGlexacny the same way! This is surprising in light of  the previous paragraph, but 
we wish to emphasize that the subtyping ordering is the crucial feature of  records. The ordering is 
interpreted into coercion functions on the interpreted types. Since the coercions need not be mere 
embeddings [18], we may well be concerned about the computational overhead in using them. But we 
will soon see that coercions are never explicitly or implicitly inserted in action expressions. 

The irntproper type, ns, is interpreted as the singleton set; a coercion into ns is the constant func- 
tion. 

The inlLerpretation of the types and subtyping relation is formalized as a funetor from the partial 
ordering of  type names, treated as a category, into the category P r o m  of predomains [18,20]. 

Actions are mappings whose domains and codomains are facets. We call the domain of an action 
its source, and its codomain its target. For example, we write copy: F - ~  F to state that the source and 
target of  action copy are the functional facet ( "F" ) .  (The declarative facet will be represented by a 
" D " . )  Since a facet contains many types, actions are polymorphic mappings on the predomains that 
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AF[[int]l =Z 
AF[[real| =(2 
AH[booll =iS 

° , ,  

AF[tl ~ t2]]--'Al~[[tll -~ AF~t2]I 
AF[ tl Xt2 ]l = AF[[ tl ]XAld[ t2 ]l 

Ae[ int~ealD= ~n. n 
AFI[ tl "-> t2 < tl "'> t2"] = ~f.Aul[t2.~t2"] * f °  AF[[tl '~tl ]] 
AF~tl Xf2 < ti "Xt2'~= AF[fl.~tl "~xAF[t2 <t2 ] 

Aolr{ i: t~ }~,t]l = I'lAvrrt~]l 
iEl 

ADI[ { i: ti }ie/exaetly]! = rIAFl t i l  
ial 

AD[ { i: ti } i,l<{ j: t f  }jGJ]] = 2kr. l 'I  AFltj<--tj'~(r'[J) 
jG7 

AD[ { i: ti } iGlexactly<{ i: t i }ial]] =)~r. r 
A D { i: t i }e/exactly-<{ i: t i" }e/exactly] =~r. YIAe[ti<ti~(r~,O 

iel 

the types denote. Each action a has a monotonic typing function T, that describes its behavior on 
argument types. For example, copy is the identity mapping on the functional facet, so its typing func- 
tion is Too ~ = OW..F. t), which states that copy maps an argument of type t to an answer of type t. The 
meaning of copy is the family of identity functions { ~.v:t. v }teF, which we represent by Lr.F.3.v:t. v. 

Actions exist for all the fundamental operations of programming languages: value passing, arith- 
metic, binding creation and lookup, storage allocation and updating, and so on [11,13,15]. Figure 3 
presents a minimal subset of primitive actions that is representative of action sets for modelling stati- 
cally typed languages. We have already seen copy; succ increments arguments from int and real and 
is undefined on nonnurnbers; put v emits value v as its result; pass is the identity mapping for the 
declarative facet; bind i emits a declarative facet record that holds exactly the one binding of identifier 
i to the argument received by the action; find i retrieves from its declarative record argument the bind- 
ing to i; forgeto takes arguments from the two facets and outputs the one from the functional facet; 
freezet,a passes its declarative record argument to action a and converts the resulting action, which 
awaits a functional facet value, into a functional facet value itself and outputs it; and eval applies a 
function to an argument. 

The third column of Figure 3 states that an action a:K1-~ K2 is a family of mappings 
{fk: k--~ Ta(k) }t~xl that behave naturally, that is, it respects the subtyping ordering: 

a(k) 

Ael[kl . . . . . .  > Apl[To(k)l 

A l d [ k ~ l  I a(k') ~ AFlTa(k)<Ta(k')] 

Av~k'~ > AFI[T~(k')I 
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Figure 3 

action 
copy 
SUCC 

put(v:to) 
pass 
bind i 
f indi 

forgeto 
freezet, a 

eval 

kinding typing function 
F-:-) F Lt:.F. t 
F-:-) F ~.F. if t~real then t else ns 
D-=> F ~t '~.  to 
D-:-> D ~d:D. d 
F-:->D ~..F. { i: t }emu~y 
D -:-> F ~d'.D. if i:t appears in d 

then t else ns 
Dx F.-~ F ~(d, t). t 
D-:-> F ~wl:D. to --> Ta(d, to) 

meaning 
~F.kv: t .  v 
~t<..real.~,v:t. v+ l 
~wl:D.~r:d. v 
~cl:D.~r:d. r 
~t:F.~v:t. [ ~ v  } 

~l:D.~,r:d. r $i 
~(d, t):D× FA(r, v):dxt, v 
kd:D.2~r:d.~v:to, a(d, to)(r, v) 

where Ta is the typing function for a: D>~ F-z-> F 
F-:-> F ~.F.  ift=(tl--~t2)xt3 and t3<tl 

then t2 else ns Lt~-((tl ----> t2)xt3).~,(f, v):t.j(v) 

(note: all typing functions and meanings are "ns-strict": for action a, Ta(nS)=ns and a(ns)= ~.0.0 ) 

where k,k'e K1 and k<_k'. Thus, an action a is a natural transformation from the functor AF to the 
functor AFO T a [18,20]. 

Modelling actions as natural transformations has several important consequences. The first is that 
coercion functions-- even nonembedding coercions--- need not be inserted into a composite natural 
transformation. The eommutativity property, shown above, of a natural transformation guarantees that 
the answer produced by a composite natural transformation from an argument must be unique regard- 
less of what coercions (if any) are applied to the argument, the answer, or the intermediate values pro- 
duced by cx~mponents of the composite natural transformation. So, we don't use coercions. 

The second consequence is that the interpretation of a record type { i:ti }ie! is not critical. The 
essence of inheritance typing is expressed in the subtyping ordering and the respect that a natural 
transformation has for the ordering. An.argument of type { i: ti }~texacny must be treated consistently 
by a natural transformation as if it also belonged to those record types {j: tj' }yey, such that J~--/, 
tj__.t./; j e  J. But as the previous paragraph noted, the argument need never be coerced into { j: tj' }j~]. 
At first glance, none of the actions in Figure 3 appear to exploit inheritance typing. But actions like 
findi are torced to have uniform structure beeanse of it. Also, there exist actions analogous to 
freezet, a and eva/that operate on the declarative facet and make crucial use of inheritance typing. 

Finally, the modelling of actions as natural transformations prevents self-application. This 
justifies the definition of the action freezet, a. For an argument doeD, freezet, a must output action 
a bound to do. But this is impossible, for such a result would be an action (natural transformation) of 
kinding F.-:-> F. So, the output must be the functional facet value a(do, to), a function of type 
to --> Ta(do, to), instead. The eval action, which activates a(do, to), exploits the subtyping ordering 
to recover (some of) the polyrnorphism in a. 

We study three forms of action composition: a; a ;  sequential composition; a* a:  parallel com- 
position; ard I> a, a restricted concatentation composition. Figure 4 shows the flow of arguments 
directed by the compositions. 

The composition al ; a2 represents sequential composition: arguments to al ; a2 are given to al, 
which produces results that are given to a2. The results produced by a2 are the results for the com- 
posed action. The target of al must equal the source of a2. For example, copy; succ accepts a func- 
tional facet value that is passed sequentially from copy to succ, and the output is the incremented 
value. 
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~ r e 4  

a, a 
~ ratrgc override 

sequential parallel concatenation 

The composition a 1 * a2 represents parallel composition: arguments to al * a2 are given to both 
al and a2, each of which produces its own results. The results are merged to produce the results for 
the composed action. (In the functional facet, merging is tupling; in the declarative facet, merging is 
record union.) The sources of al and a2 must be identical. For example, copy* succ accepts an 
argument, which is given to both copy and succ. The two results--- the value and its successor-- are 
merged into a pair. As another example, the declarative record argument to (put 
3;bindA)*OindC;bindB) is given to the two operands of *. The left operand ignores the record, 
emitting a binding of A to 3. The right operand finds the binding to C and uses it to make a bind- 
ing to B. The bindings to A and B are unioned into one declarative record. 

The composition ~> a represents concatenation composition: the declarative record argument to 
the action is given to a, and a ' s  output, which is another declarative record, is concatenated to the ori- 
ginal record, overriding bindings in the original argument. For example, ~> (find A; bind B) accepts a 
record, which is used to make a binding of B to A's value. The binding to B is concatenated to the 
original bindings. (The form of concatenation composition given here is a restricted version of the 
binary composition al> a °, where the outputs of the two actions are concatenated. Thus, the unary 
form is reallypass~, a, which explains why we treat ~> a as a "composition.") 

Figure 5 lists the compositions. The typing function T~ao~ limits record union so that only 
records with "exactly" types (i.e., types of form { i: ti }/~/meay) can be unioned. One way of under- 
standing this restriction is that the record union operation can not union together two records with 
extra, "hidden" fields. (The union of a record of type { A:bool } to one of type { B:int } might fail 
because the first record might have a hidden B-binding that clashes with the B-binding in the second 
record.) But another way of understanding the restriction is that the record union operation simply 
does not behave well with inheritance subtyping. (A union of a record with just an A-binding to one 
with just a B-binding will succeed, but a union of a record with A- and B-bindings to one with a 
B-binding fails, even though the record with A- and B-bindings has a type that is a subtype of 
records with just A-bindings.) A similar problem arises with record concatenation, and Teoncat han- 
dles it in a similar way. 

Figure 6 shows a sample language definition in action semantics. 

3. Type Inference of  Action Expressions 

We might translate a source program through the semantics definition of Figure 6 and then type check 
the action semantics expression. For example, the typing scheme {A:present(O) }ct-~ 0 if 0<real is 
the best typing scheme for the expression El[B=2:int in addA B]] =ao: D-~ F, where: 
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Figure $ 

for a:KI-Z-> K2 and a':KI"-:-> K2" 

action klnding 

a;a '  KI-Z> K" 2' i f  K2=K 1' 

a*a '  K I - ~ F  i f K l = K l '  
and K2 = K2 ' = F 

KI -:h D if K1=KI '  
and K 2 =K2 '=D 

l>a D-:~D if K I = K 2 = D  
~ , D - ~ D  O" K~=F'e,D 

and K2 = D 

where: 

typing function 

re . to  

Lk'.K I . T a (k)×Ta'(k) 

~:Kz . T..~o.(T..(k), To,(/O ) 

~d:D. Tconcat( a, T, (d)) 

meaning 

Lk'.K 1 .a'(Ta(k)) o a(k) 

Lk:K1.)~v:k. (a(k)(v), a'(k)(v)) 

7~k:K1 .kv:k.union(a(k)(v), a'(k)(v)) 

)~d:D.~r:d. concat(r, a(d)(r)) 

~t, d):Fx D. Tconan(d, T~(t, d)) 
~(t, d):F~ D )~(v, r):t'/d, concat(r, a(t, d)(v, r)) 

Tunion(dl, d2)= /f (dl = { i: ti }iElencUy andd2 = {j: tj }jeJexacUy andlnJ=f~) 
then { i: ti }iel@{J: tj }jeJexacUy else ns 

Tconcat(dl, d2) = /f (d2 = { i: ti }/e/exactly) then d2@(dl\l) else ns 
@ is "append" and \ is "set  subtraction" 

Figure 6 

D: Declaration--~ (D -:+ D) 
DID1 and D2] =D[[D]]] * DI[D2]] 
DI[I=E]] = E[[E]] ; bind I 

E: Expression --> (D -:+ F) 
El[DinE]] =(I> D[[D]]); El[Eli 
E[N:t]] =put (N :t) 
E[[op E1 E2]] = (E[[EI ]] * EI[E2]I); op 
E~q  =:findI 
El[lambda I: t. E]  =freezet((J> (forgeto ; bindI)); EI[ED 
El[E1 ]~z]] = (El[E1 ]] * EI[F-~) ; eval 

ao = (I> (put (2:int) ; bindB)); (/indA *findB); add 

in the sense that every typing do -:-> to that results from a ground substitution into the typing scheme 
conforms with the typing function: Ta,(do)=to. Also, for any type downs  such that 
T~,(do)=to ~ns,  there exists a ground substitution into the scheme that yields the typing do --~ to. If 
such properties hold, we say that the typing scheme is sound and complete, respectively. In [5], we 
showed the proof of  soundness and completeness of a method of type inference for action semantics 
expressions. In this section, we give the algorithms that implement the method. 
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Polymorphic type inference originated with ML [9] and was extended for subtypes by Mitchell 
[10]; implementations were undertaken by Full and Mishra [6,7]. Subtyping was represented by a set 
of constraints of the form xl<x2, where xl and x2 represent typing schemes. Problems arose: sub- 
typing constraints crept in at every function application, so even small programs had typing schemes 
whose constraint sets were tmmanageable [7]. Also, checking satisfiability of constraints was not easy 
[6,16]. Cardelli [1], Cardelli and Wegner [3], Cardelli and Mitchell [2], Stansifer [22], Wand [24], 
Jategaonker and Mitchell [8], and Remy [17] studied subtyping of record types. In particular, Wand 
[24] noted the need for a complex constraint on the typing scheme for the record concatenation opera- 
tion. 

The type inference algorithm in this paper handles subtypes, records, and record concatenation 
and union operations yet avoids large constraint sets and constraints on records. Since action seman- 
tics is built on a model where actions are natural transformations, few constraints are needed to obtain 
soundness and completeness properties for type inference. Since the action semantics notation is more 
constrained than that studied by Wand, constraints on record concatenation and union are avoided. 
Thus, we achieve the goal of simple, ML-style type inference for a notation with subtypes and records. 

We now give the syntax of typing schemes for actions. A typing scheme has the form: 

S~-:¢ S2 ¢f c 
where: 

Se Typing-scheme 
Ce Constraint 
ve Functional-facet-scheme 
de Declarative-facet-scheme 
fe  Field-scheme 
S ::= v I d 

v : :=int  I real I . . .  I vlxv2 I v l ~ v 2  I 0 
d ::= { i:~ ] ~ a  I { i:.h }~1m¢u7 I { i:.h ]~la~,cn~ 
f ::= absent I present(v) I h 
C :~= vl<_v2 I Cl andC2 1 true 

Placeholders ("variables") are represented by 0, A, and a. 0 is a variable for an arbitrary proper type 
in the functional facet. A is afie/d variable [17, 24]; the phrase i:A represents unknown status about 
the presence or absence of identifier i (and its type) in a record type. a is a row variable [17,24]; the 
scheme { i:~ }ieta represents unknown status about all identifiers jg l  in the record type. For exam- 
ple, the scheme { A:present(O); B:A; C:absent }a~cn7 represents the family of record types that have 
an A-field, might (or might not) have a B-field, definitely do not have a C-field, might (or might 
not) have other fields beyond A, B, and C, and finally, have no hidden fields. Field and row variables 
are used for "bookkeeping" during type inference; their use leads to simple definitions of unification 
and inference for record operations. As in Tofte [23], Remy [17], and Wand [24], we assume that a 
row variable ~ as appearing in { i:~ }/Gtct, has as its "domain of use" I. That is, a can be instan- 
tiated only with fields whose labels are not in I. 

We use the usual notion of substitution [21] and use U to stand for an arbitrary substitution. A 
specific substitution is written U~Sj]je]. The function un/fy: Typing-schemexTyping- 
scheme--* Substitution does first-order unification [21 ]. 

Figure 7 gives the type schemes for the actions in Figure 3, and Figure 8 gives the typing 
schemes for the compositions. Type inference for sequential composition depends on the unification 
of the target scheme for action a and the source scheme of action a'. (Note that the constraints of the 
two action's schemes must he satisfied, else the composition defines a "nonsense" mapping.) ML- 
style unification is used for unification of nonrecord typing schemes. When record schemes are 
unified, a simplified version of Tofte's unification algorithm is employed [23]. Its definition is given 
in Figure 9. (For example, the unification of { A:AI ; C:absent }a to 
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~ g u ~ 7  

action 
put (n:t0) 
succ 

pass 

bind i 
~ndi 
forgeto 

freezet,(a) 

eva/ 

scheme 

{ }a~ to 
0 ~ 0 if O<rea/ 
{ }a-:-> { }a 
O-q, { i:present(O) }e~ay 
{ i:present(O) }a-:-> 0 
{ }a× e-.->o 
let a~vl-:~v2i fC be the scheme for a 

let U=unify(to, Vl) 
ini f  is-sat(U(C)) then U(d)-:-> (to---> U(v2)) ifU(C) else failure 

(is-sat cheeks the satisfiabiUty of  a set of  constraints [6,161.) 

(01 --->02)×03 -:4 02 if 03<01 

Figure 8 

let the scheme for action a be Sl -~ $2 if C 
and the scheme for action a ' be $1" :'~ $2' if C' 

action typing scheme 
a;  a '  if U=  unify(S2, $1 ) ~ failure 

and is-sat( U ( C and C ) ) 
then U(SI) ~ U(S2 3 if U(C and C3 
else failure 

a * a '  if U=un~fy(Sl, S13 ~failure 
and U . S'=S,,~r~,(U(S2), U(S2 3) ~ failure 
and is-sat(U' o U(C and C3) 

then U' o U ( S1) -:> S' if U' o U ( C and C 3 
else failure 

1> a if U, S = Sco,unt (declarative-facet-scheme-in(Sl), $2 ) ~failure 
and is-sat( U ( C) ) 

then U(SO-~ S ifU(C) 
else failure 
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let 
let 
let 
let 
let 
let 
let 
in 

where: 

unify-record: Declarative-facet-schemexDeclarative-facet-scheme--> Substitution 

unify-record(d1, d2)= 
I =fields-in(d1) ufields-in(d2) 
U1, dl '= extend-record-with-new-fields(IVields-in( dl), dl ) 
U2 , d2 '= extend-record-with-new-fietds( IMelds-in( d2), d2) 
{ fieldsl }rowl =dl ' 
{fields2 }row2 = d2 ' 
U3 = unify-row-variables(fowl, row2) 
U4 = unify-fields(lields l , fields2) 
U4oU 3 oU2oU 1 

extend-record-with-new-fields(J, { i:A }/~/etietly) = [], { i:J~ }iE t@ { j:absent }jE]exactly 
extend-record-with-new-flelds(J, { i:j~ }is tot) = [av--> { j:Aj }j~ IT], { i:A } ~ t @ { j:Aj }j~ IT 
extend-record-with-new-Aelds(J,{i:fi }iEtcx, xaaty)= [~--~ {j:Aj }j~s?], {i:A }/~t@ {j:Aj }jEYTexactly 

(assume variables Aj and y are newly generated) 

unify-row-variables(exactly, exaoUy) = [] 
unify-row-variables(a, exacny) = [CXl--¢ { }exaeay] 
unify-row-variables(a, [~) = [¢XV--> T] [~-> T] 
unify-row-variables(or, I~exacny) = [tx*---> Tmcny ] [131--> T] 
unify-row-variables(e~xacny, eXaeny) = laY-> { }] 
unify-row-variables(cxexaeny, I]exacny) = [¢Xl--¢ T] [13~--~ ?] 

(assume variable T is newly generated) 
(the operation is commutative) 

unify-lields( dl , d2 ) = 
if d l=d2={  } then [] 
elselet {i:/~ }@dl'=d~ 

let { i:f2 }@d2'=d2 
let Ul=unify(fl , f2) 
let Uz = unify-Jields( U l ( dl 3, Ul(d2')) 
in U2oU 1 

{A:present(O2):B:present(bool) }exaeny is the substitution: [at--> { B:A2 }[~] [[~l--~ { }exactly] 
[Alt-~present(02)] [A2t--~present(bool)], which produces the scheme: 
{ A:present(O2) ; B:present(bool) ; C:absent } exactly, which is equivalent to: 
{ A:present(O2) ; B:present(bool) }exacey. 

Parallel composition depends on the inference defined by S,,~rse. See Figure 10. When merging 
functional facet values, ordinary tupling occurs, so a product type is inferred. When merging declara- 
tive records, the records are unioned if they have no fields in common. The type inference must verify 
that the types of the two records have no fields in common and both record type schemes are 
"exactly." The key to keeping the inference simple is the omission of some of the cases in functions 
resolve-row-variables and resolve-fields. The omitted cases create complex record constraints for 
unioning typing schemes like { . . .  }ct to { . . .  }13 orunioning {A:A1 }exactly to { A:A2 }exactly [24]. 
We will show that the typing schemes for action expressions have properties that make the omitted 
cases impossible in our system. 
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Figure 10 

let 
let 
let 
in 

where: 

Sm~,&e : Typing-schemexTyping-scheme---> SubstitutionxTyping-scheme 

Sr~,s,(Vl, V2) = [], Vl X V2 
Smerge (all ,  d2)  ~-- 

let l = fields-in( d l ) u fieIds-in( d2 ) 
U1, dl '= extend.record-with-new-fields( l~f~elds-in( d! ), dl ) 
U 2 , d2 '= extend-r ecord-with-new-fields( l~flelds-in( d2), d2 ) 
v3, d=S.~,.(d~" d2 
U..IoU2oUI,d 

Sunion( { fieldsl ]rowl, {fields2 }row2)= 
let U l,row= resolve-row-vars(rowi , row2) 
let U2,f~elds= resolve-fields(fieldsl , fields2) 
in U2oUI, {fields}row 

where: 
resolve-row-vars(~eay, ex,aly) = [], ~t,aly 
resolve-row-vars( ~ e n y ,  ex~ay ) = [], c~x~y 
resolve-row-vars((x, exactly) = [ff~"> [~exacny ], [~ex,cay 
resolve-row-vars(c~, ¢x) = [(~---> { }mcay], metly 
resolv e-row- vars (~cnT ,  (~.netly) = [ ~ { } ], ex,eny 
resolve-row-vars(cq~,,enyl, 13/mctlyl) = do not appear in our system 

0aae italic brackets enclose optional phrases) 
(the operation is commutative) 

resolve-fiet~( dl , d2)= 
if d l=d2={  } then [], { } 
else let { t.fl }@dl '=dl  

let { i:A }@a2'=a2 
let U1, f '=  cases (fl,f2) of 

(absent, Y) or (f, absent): [] , f  
(A, A): [A~--> absent], absent 
(A, present(v)) or (present(v), A): [At--> absent], present(v) 
(present( v), present( v 3 ) :failure 
(A, A'): does not appear in our system 

let U2, d=resolve-fields(Ul(dl 3, Ul(d23) 
in U2oUI, { i : f ' }@d  

Concatenation composition depends on the inference defined by Scon~. See Figure 11. 
Se t ,  at(all, dz) requires that d2 has an "exactly" typing (cf. Figure 5). Problems arise when row and 
field variables appear in d2, because unknown bindings are overriding existing ones. Fortunately, 
action semantics expressions have the property that any row and field variables in d2's typing scheme 
must be present in di 's, which represents the harmless case where an unknown binding is overriding. 
itself. The omitted cases in Figure 11 never arise. 

Despite the omitted cases, the definitions in Figures 10 and 11 are well-defined for the restricted 
actions we use. There are two crucial properties: a scheme S ~ T /f C has the a-preserved property 
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Figure 11 

Sconau : Declarative-facet-schemexDeclarative-facet-scheme 
--> SubstitutionxDeclarative-facet-scheme 

let l = fields-in( dl ) V fields-in(d2) 
let Ul, dl'=extend-record-with-new-fieIds(l"fw.lds-in(dO, dl) 
let U2, d2"=extend-record-with-new-fields(l~felds-in(d2), d2) 
let {fields1 }row1 =dl' 
let {fie/ds2 }row2=d 2' 
let Us, row=override-row-vars(rowl, row2) 
let fields=override-fieldsqfeldsl,fields2) 
in U3 oU2 oUI, {fie/dslrow 

where 
override-row'vars(rowl, etmIT) = [], fowl 
override-row-vars(ixex.my, aenmy) = [], aencny 
override-row-vats(ix, Ix)= [cx~--) 13et.cnT], 13exactly 
override-row-vars(aU other cases)= do not appear in our system 

override-fields(dl, d2) = 
if dl =d2 = { } then { } 
else let { i.fl }@dl'fdl 

let { i:f2 }@d2"=d2 
let f =cases ~l,f2) of 

(f, absent): f 
~, present(v) ): present(v) 
(a ,a) :a  
(A, A~ or (absent, A) or (present(v), A): do not appear in our system 

let d=override-fields(dl, d2") 
in { i:f'}@d 

if, whenever T is a declarative facet scheme containing a row variable a,  then S is a declarative facet 
scheme containing the same a ,  and it has the A-preserved property if, whenever T is a declarative facet 
scheme containing a record field i:A, then S is a declarative facet scheme containing the same i:A. 

Proposition: Let ai: Si -~ Si" if Ct, ie 1..2; let U= unify(S1, $2) ~ failure; let 
U(ai)ffiU(Si)-:-> U(Si~ if U(Ci). I f  al and a 2 have the Ix-preserved and A-preserved properties 
for all row variables Ix and field variables A, then so have U(al) and U(a2 ). 

Proof." All row and field variables are created by substitution into row variables. The result follows 
from the a-preserved property. [ ]  

Consider the inference for al *a2, where ai:di-~di'ifCi, ie 1..2. Assume that the schemes 
have the a-  and A-preserved properties. The type inference unifies dl with d2 (giving substitution 
U), forcing the row and field variables to be the same in U(dl) and U(d2). If  U(di') has a row vari- 
able, by the Proposition, it is in U(dl) as well. So, if both U(d13 and U(d2") have row variables, 
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they must be identical, implying that the two arguments to S,~/~ have the same row variables-- the 
omitted cases in Figure 10 never arise. A similar result holds for field variables in U(dl ) and U(d2 3. 

For inference on 1> a, if a ' s  scheme d ~  d' i fC  has the ix- and A-preserved properties, then the 
row and field variables in d'  will be present in d. The omitted cases in Figure 11 never arise. 

We now consider soundness and completeness. Say that a substitution into a typing scheme is a 
ground substitution if no variables remain at~r the substitution is applied to the scheme. A ground 
substitution maps a typing-scheme into a type. An instantiated scheme such as 
{ A:absent;B:presentOmoi)}ex~-~y is read as the type { B:bool }exacoy, that is, "absent" fields are 
dropped when the record is "exactly." When a ground substitution yields an instantiated scheme like 
{ A:absent}, that is, an "absent" field in a "non-exactly" record, we disallow the substitution, since 
the instantiated scheme has no interpretation in our typing system. (But such a type is legal in [2].) 

Definition: A typing-scheme Sl -:-> $2/ fC is sound for action a:Kl -:-> K2 iff for all ke/(1, for all 
ground substitutions/.7, V(Sl )=k ~ ns, and U(C) holds true imply Ta(k)=U(S2). 

The typing-scheme is complete for  action a iff for all keK1, Ta(k) ~ ns implies there exists a 
ground substitution U such that U(S1)=k and U(C) holds true. 

In an earlier paper [5], we showed that the typing schemes in Figure 7 and the type inference in Figure 
8 give sotmd and complete typing schemes for action semantics expressions. A key to the results is 
that the typing functions Ta are monotonic with respect to the subtyping ordering. Thus, the domain 
of a typing function is a down-closed set in the underlying partial ordering of types. 

This structural property of domains of typing functions gives an advantage for type inference: it 
reduces the size of constraint sets, because the typing schemes naturaUy represent down-closed sets. 
Further, composition of actions introduces no new constraints into the constraints set of the typing 
scheme for the composed action, since the typing functions (which describe the behavior of natural 
transformations) must compose. Constraints appear only when the domain of an action must be 
further restricted (e.g., succ). In contrast, in the MitchellEa~&Mishra system [6,7,8,10] constraints 
represent coercion functions. For example, the identity mapping has the scheme: 01 ~ 02/f01<02, 
and the composition of a: 01 ~ 02 with a': 01 '---> 0~' generates the constraint 02<01 '. 

4. An Example 

We now give an example of type inference. Consider this program in the language in Figure 6: 

F = (iambda C:real. div C B) and A = 3:int in F A 

The action semantics denotation of the program is aT, where: 

a7 =(~, a5) ;a6 
a6 = E~ F A ]I = (find F * find A ) ; eval 

a5 = DIIF ffi (lambda C :real. div C B) and A = 3:int] = a4 * al 
a4 = D~F = lambda C :real. tHv C B ] = a3 ; bind F 

a3 =E[ lambda C :real. dlv C B I] =freezer~,((~, (forgeto ; bind C)) ; a2) 
a2 = E[  div C B ]] = (jind C * find B ) ; div 
al = DI[A = 3:int]] =put (3:int); bind A 

We will write a e  S1 -:-> $2 if C to denote that a has the indicated typing scheme. 

Type inference for al:  

put(3:int)e { }cq -~ int 

bindA e 01 :-> [A Tresent(Ol) }exactly 
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(put(3:int); bindA) e { }txl -:-) { A :present(int) }aa~y 
and U = [ 0 ~ i n t ]  

Type inference for a2: 

f m d C  ~ { C :presera(02) }0~2 -:-> 02 
fuulB ~ { B :present(03) }o~3 -~ 03 
(findC * fuutB) ~ { C :present(02), B ".present(03) }or4 ~ 02 x 03 

and U = [ ~  { B :present(Oa) } ~ ] [ 0 ~  { C :present(02) }~4] 
d/v ~ 04 x05 --~ real if 04.~realand0s<real 
(find C *find B) ; div ~ { C :present(06), B :present(07) }t~ -.~ real if 06<-real and 07<-real 

and V -- [041-~ 06][021"-> 06][051"-> 07][03t-'> 07] 

Type inference for as: 

forgeto~ { } o ~ x 0 s ~ 0 8  
b indCe  09 ~ { C'.present(09) }exacay 
(forgeto ;b indC)~ { }t~ x010 ~ { C :present(010) }~acuy 

arid U -- [081--) 010][091"-> 010] 
~, (forgetD ; bindC) ~ { C :A 1 }tx6 x 01o ~ { C :present(01o) } % 

and U = [ ~  { C:A1 }%] 
a2 ~ { C :present(06), B :present(07) } t~ ~ real if 06<real and 07<real 
(~ (forgeto ; bind C)) ; a2 ~ { B :present(07), C :A1 } t~7 x 011 ~ real if 011<real and 07<real 

and U = [0101--~ 011][061--~ 011][¢t6t--~ { B :present(07) }txT][tx4~--~ ~7] 

(freezer~((~, (forgeto ; bind C) ) ; a2)) e 
{ B :present(07), C:A1 }ct7 ~ (real ~ real) if 07<real 

and U = [0n~--~ real] 
U (011.~real) = real.~reai = true 

Type inference for a4: 

a3 e { B :present(07), C :A1 }t~7 ~ (real ~ real) if 07-<.real 

bindF e 012 "~ { F :present(012) }ex~al 
a3 ; bindF ~ { B ".present(07), C :AI } ct7 -~ { F :present(real --~ real) }exactly if 07<real 

and U = [ 0 n ~  (real ~ real)] 

Type inference for a5: 

a l e  { }oq -~ {A:present(int)}ex~cay 
a4 ~ { B ".present(O~), C :A1 }t~7 ~ { F'.present(reai ~ real) }ex~¢uy if 07<real 
a4 * al ~ { B :present(07), C :A 1 ) Cta ~ { A :present(int), F :present(real ~ real) }m~uy 

if 07_<real 
and U =[oql-~ { B :present(07), C :At }~s][~71--~ 0~8] 

Type inference for a6: 

f m d F  ~ { F :present(Ols) }% -~ 013 
fmdA ~ { A ".present(014) }alo --~ 014 
fmd F * fuut A ~ { F :presera(013), A :present(O~4) } oql ~ 013 x 014 

and U = [0~9~-~ { A :present(014) }a11][~10~--~ { F ".present(013) }et11] 

eval~ (015--~ 016)× 017 ~ 016 if 017<015 
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(fmdF * foulA) ; evale { F :present(Ol5 ~ 016), A Tresent(Ols) }all -:~ 016 if 018<015 

and U -- [0131~ (015 --) 016)][0141"-3' 01S][017~"> 018] 

Type inference for a7: 

as ~ { B :present(07), C :Al }as --> { A :presera(inO, F :present(real--> real) }mcny if 07<_.real 

V a5 ~:- { B :present(07), C :Al, A :A2, F :A3 }a12 
-:-> { B :presenK07), A :present(int), F :present(real ~ real), C :A1 } a12 

if 07<real 

and U=[a81--> {A;A2,F:A 3 }a12] 
a6 ¢ { F :present(Ot5 -~ 016), A :present(Ols) }all -~ 016 if 018<015 
(I~ as);  a6 ¢ { B :present(07), C :Ai, A :A 2, F :A 3 } a13 -~ real if 07<real 

and U = [¢XHI--) { B :present(07), C'.A 1 }a13][0151--) real][016t-) real][01sl-) int][a121-~ a13] 

U (01s<015) =intf~real = true 

So, the typing scheme is: 

{ B ".present(07), C :A1, A :A2, F :A3 }a13 ~ real if 07<real 

The field 'variables in the scheme's source are just "little row variables;" since neither they nor the 
row variable a~3 appear in the scheme's target or constraints, we compress them into: 

{ B :present(07) }a'-:-> real if 07<real 

The compression of field variables with row variables can (and should) also be undertaken in the inter- 
mediate steps above, but we chose not to do so, in order that the inference steps matched the 
definitions in Figures 7-11. 

The scheme for the program tells us that the program requires a declarative record argument that 
has a binding of B to a value with a subtype of real so that the program can produce a real-typed 
answer. By the soundness and completeness properties, the scheme describes all the well-defined 
behaviors of the program. Thus, the scheme is useful for program analysis and code improvement. 

5. Conclusion 

We have shown how to perform type inference for action semantics expressions in a fashion that 
avoids large constraint sets and constraints on record types for record union and concatenation opera- 
tions. We have implemented the type inference algorithm as well as an interpreter for action semantics 
[4]. 

Although constraints on record types are unnecessary for record union and concatenation, they 
appear in the typing schemes for the freeze and eval actions for the declarative facet. (The actions are 
used to model definition and invocation of statically scoped procedures.) We have extended the type 
inference algorithm in this paper to handle constraints on records. 

The subset of action semantics presented in this paper is appropriate for statically typed 
languages. Of course, full action semantics can give semantics to dynamically typed languages as 
well. We model dynamic typing with an additional type called dynamic and the subtyping constraint 
~dynamic for all proper functional types t. Type inference with dynamic types has a problem: the 
"occurs check" [6], which is used to detect that a constraint like 0xint<0 is unsatisfiable, can not be 
relied upon, since [0t--> dynamic] is a satisfiable substitution. The occurs check also fails for t)q3e 
inference on records that can contain as components other records and functions on records. We have 
extended the type inference algorithm to handle these problems, and we plan to present the results in 
the near future. 
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